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Abstract

Object Pose Estimation is a crucial component in robotic
grasping and augmented reality. Learning based approaches
typically require training data from a highly accurate CAD
model or labeled training data acquired using a complex
setup. We address this by learning to estimate pose from
weakly labeled data without a known CAD model. We pro-
pose to use a NeRF to learn object shape implicitly which
is later used to learn view-invariant features in conjunction
with CNN using a contrastive loss. While NeRF helps in
learning features that are view-consistent, CNN ensures that
the learned features respect symmetry. During inference,
CNN is used to predict view-invariant features which can be
used to establish correspondences with the implicit 3d model
in NeRF. The correspondences are then used to estimate the
pose in the reference frame of NeRF. Our approach can also
handle symmetric objects unlike other approaches using a
similar training setup. Specifically, we learn viewpoint in-
variant, discriminative features using NeRF which are later
used for pose estimation. We evaluated our approach on LM,
LM-Occlusion, and T-Less dataset and achieved benchmark
accuracy despite using weakly labeled data.

1. Introduction
6D object pose estimation is a crucial component in robotics
and augmented reality and is widely deployed in robotic
grasping for pick-and-place tasks [12, 49, 55]. 6D object
pose estimation involves estimating rotation and translation
from the image reference frame to the object reference frame.

With the rise in learning-based approaches for solving 6d
pose estimation, it has become crucial to develop approaches
that work with training data that are easier to obtain without
compromising performance. Acquiring real data and obtain-
ing 6D pose annotations requires a highly complex setup
and cumbersome effort [20, 29, 50]. Rendering synthetic
training data using a CAD model yields decent performance,
but is still not comparable to the performance obtained using
real training data [3, 10].

We propose a pipeline that simplifies the real training data

acquisition process and training procedure using weaker la-
bels compared to the strong labels needed and generated
by current pipelines. We acquire real training images with
relative poses which can be acquired much more easily from
the device or using markerboards compared to object pose
which requires a complex setup to annotate. We use the rela-
tive pose labels to learn the object shape implicitly followed
by learning a feature representation of the implicit object
shape to enable 6D pose estimation. We employ Neural
Radiance Field, NeRF [30], to learn object shape implicitly
from posed real images.

A similar training setup has been employed by NeRF-
Pose[25], RLLG[6]. NeRF-Pose is a coordinate regression
approach and it cannot handle symmetric objects without
knowing symmetric configurations which is the case with
the proposed data acquisition pipeline. We propose an ap-
proach that takes advantage of 3D representation in NeRF to
learn 3D invariant feature space on the surface of the object
while respecting symmetries. Specifically, we train NeRF
and CNN to learn 3D invariant discriminative feature space
by training them together. The learned feature space can be
used to establish correspondences between 2D images and
learned 3D object representation enabling 6D pose estima-
tion. NeRF encodes the 3D knowledge by design to enable
novel view rendering. CNN is invariant to images belonging
to symmetric configurations of the object as it only works
based on appearance. By training CNN and NeRF together,
NeRF transfers 3D knowledge to CNN and CNN forces the
features to obey symmetries. This bidirectional learning
helps in handling symmetries, unlike NeRF-pose which only
transfers 3D knowledge from NeRF to CNN. We employ a
contrastive learning approach similar to SurfEmb[13] and
Continuous Surface Embeddings [31] to learn discriminative
3D consistent feature space using InfoNCE loss [44].

To summarize, our contributions are listed as follows:
1. Propose a novel pipeline to distill 3D knowledge to 2D

images by rendering features from NeRF.
2. Providing bidirectional feature learning between CNN

and NeRF enables handling symmetric objects.
3. Simplify the pose estimation training data acquisition

and training by working with only relative pose labels and
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RGB images which are much easier to obtain in practice.
4. Faster inference on symmetric objects as correspon-

dences are biased to one symmetric configuration when
trained with only one object with contrastive learning.

2. Related Work
With the rapid prominence of deep learning, learning-based
approaches such as [9, 13, 15, 16, 24, 32, 37, 40, 46, 51, 54]
are proposed which address pose estimation using different
input training data modalities and different training data gen-
eration pipelines. Dpod[54], DpodV2 [37] and Pix2Pose[32]
address the problem of solving pose estimation from RGB
images using synthetic data generated from CAD models.
BlenderProc [11] introduced a way to conveniently generate
high quality photo-realistic rendering of objects from CAD
models using Blender which has improved the accuracy of
synthetic data-based approaches. [9, 15, 16, 46, 48, 51] lever-
age real training data acquired using complex setup to train
the pipeline and have performed better than the approaches
trained with synthetic data.

Recent Methods, Ove6D, OSOP, Latent Fusion, OnePose,
OnePose++[5, 14, 33, 38, 42] propose approaches that can
generalize to any object. However, the performance is still
not comparable to the approaches using training data from
objects under test. To address this issue, Self6D, RLLG,
WeLSA, NeRF-Pose, TexPose [6, 8, 25, 45, 47] try to use
real training data for training by simplifying the acquisition
process and by assuming weaker annotation compared to
acquiring full 6d real pose annotations which require a com-
plex setup. Self6D pretrains the network using synthetic data
from CAD models and then obtains pseudo labels for unla-
beled real training data. WeLSA labels a large data of real
training images using few labeled real data. RLLG, NeRF-
Pose try to learn object pose using relative pose between
real training images. Self6D requires a textured CAD model,
RGB-D data and WeLSA requires few labeled RGB-D data
to learn to generate labels for real training images. RLLG,
NeRF-Pose work with RGB data and weaker labels, but they
cannot handle symmetric objects without prior knowledge
about the symmetry of the object. We propose an approach
to work with weaker labels similar to RLLG and NeRF-Pose
and propose an approach that is robust to occlusions and han-
dling symmetric objects without prior symmetry knowledge.

Neural Radiance Fields, NeRF [30], proposed a promis-
ing way to perform novel view synthesis which has then
been adapted to various other tasks like N3F, Distilled fea-
ture fields[23, 43]. N3F learns to predict features in addition
to colors using a frozen Self-Supervised network, DINO [7],
to perform scene editing and scene segmentation. In our
approach, we also propose to learn features using NeRF, but
we can not use a pre-trained self-supervised CNN like DINO
to learn features for our NeRF as the learned features are
not trained to be invariant to out-of-plane rotations. Besides,

Dino is not suited for completely texture-less objects such
as T-Less [19] dataset objects.

Tex-Pose [8] uses CAD model to pre-train NeRF and
later leverages real data to generate poses for real images by
freezing geometry and optimizing texture, and pose for real
images. NeRF-Pose[25] and NeRF-Supervision[53] employ
NeRF to estimate correspondences which they use to train
another pose estimation network and do not take advantage
of robust 3D representation of NeRF for pose estimation.
iNeRF [52] acts as a refinement network and needs a good
initial estimate to estimate refined pose. NeRF-supervision
requires depth maps from Colmap [36] in addition to 2D
images to train the pipeline. NeRF-Pose uses only 2D images
with relative poses, but it cannot handle symmetric objects
and employs a unidirectional learning approach from NeRF
to CNN. We exploit the 3D knowledge encoded in NeRF to
learn 3D invariant features from only 2D images by jointly
optimizing NeRF and CNN which in turn enables us to
handle symmetric objects.

SurfEmb [13] employs a contrastive feature learning ap-
proach that estimates viewpoint invariant features using In-
foNCE loss [44]. SurfEmb requires a texture-less CAD
model and 6D object pose-labeled images for training or a
textured CAD model. We employ a similar contrastive learn-
ing approach and additionally make the training procedure
simpler by assuming that the relative poses between images
are available which are much easier to obtain in practice
compared to accurate CAD models and real 6D pose labels.
Specifically, we leverage the neural radiance fields, NeRF,
to learn object implicit representation, and distill 3D knowl-
edge into 2D CNN while CNN implicitly handles symmetry
forcing the features to obey both symmetry and 3D consis-
tency. We address the particularly challenging problem of
learning 3D consistent, discriminative features when an ac-
curate CAD model is not present in our pipeline. Learned
feature representation is useful for downstream pose esti-
mation tasks by establishing correspondences between 2D
images and 3D NeRF representation.

3. Method
Our goal is to learn view-invariant per-pixel features from
a 2D input image of an object. We employ NeRF to learn
an implicit 3D representation of the object using real im-
ages with known relative poses without requiring a CAD
model. Specifically, we employ a Neural Radiance Field,
NeRF, and a U-Net [35] based CNN to learn 3D consistent
feature images. We force CNN and NeRF to learn consis-
tent and discriminative features using contrastive learning.
NeRF ensures that the learned features are consistent across
viewpoints as it implicitly encodes the 3D information while
learning. CNN implicitly handles symmetry as it works only
based on appearance and forces the learned features to be
similar for visually similar images although from different
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Figure 1. Architecture: Our architecture comprises a Ray Generator, NeRF Block, and a U-Net CNN. Ray Generator generates rays from
a specific viewpoint which are passed to NeRF Block as discrete 3D points, x, along the ray including ray direction, rd. NeRF Block
comprises three MLPs. Density MLP takes in a 3D coordinate, x, and predicts the corresponding density, d. Color MLP takes in the
intermediate feature from Density MLP and Ray Direction, rd as input to predict color, c, at the point. Ray direction is added to color MLP
to model view-dependent color changes. Feature MLP takes in a 3D point, x, to predict feature vector, f . Ray Integration accumulates
densities, d, and color values, c, along a ray to get the final color, C. Similarly, density and feature values along a ray are accumulated to
generate feature value, G, and silhouette value, S. Each ray corresponds to a pixel in an image. By generating rays for all the pixels, we can
render our final image. Our CNN takes in the input image, C′ corresponding to the same viewpoint and predicts the feature image F . We
formulate a contrastive feature loss between feature images from NeRF and CNN. We train the orange blocks during stage 1 and freeze them
during stage 2 when blue blocks are trained.

viewpoints. Moreover, NeRF and CNN compete while learn-
ing features as NeRF enforces 3D consistency and CNN
enforces similar features to be learned for symmetric con-
figurations. After the features are learned, we can establish
correspondences through features between an image and the
3D model in NeRF which can be used for pose estimation.
We train our pipeline in two stages. We initially train a
NeRF network to learn object representation using posed
real images. Then, we train CNN and NeRF together to learn
features useful for pose estimation. We describe the stages
in detail in the following sections:

3.1. Stage 1 - NeRF pretraining

The training data comprises of real object images and rela-
tive poses. We extract segmentation masks using Segment
Any Thing [22] to extract segmented images. We train the

NeRF using segmentation masks and segmented real images
to learn object representation. Our training data comprises
real images, C ′, segmentation masks, S′, and relative poses,
T . NeRF generates rays from the camera center through each
pixel of the image to pass through the volume where the ob-
ject is implicitly reconstructed. NeRF employs a volumetric
rendering approach to render images from a viewpoint by
shooting rays through the volumetric representation of the
object. At each 3D point, x, in the volume, NeRF network,
N̂ , predicts density, d, representing the 3D object geometry
using Density MLP and also predicts color, c using Color
MLP.

N̂(x) = (d, c) (1)

In addition to rendering color, we render features with our
NeRF network, N , using another MLP, Feature MLP, to
carry out feature learning in the second stage. So, our net-



Figure 2. Visualization of learned feature representation of sym-
metric T-Less objects along with meshes

work predicts per-point feature, f , in addition to density and
color as follows:

N(x) = (d, c, f) (2)

Our architecture is shown in Figure 1. Note that we do
not send ray direction as input to Feature MLP as we want
to learn view-independent features that resemble the object’s
intrinsic properties such as albedo and geometry. A ray
generated from the camera center through the pixel passes
through the volume where the object is being reconstructed.
In volumetric rendering, the final color for a specific ray
generated for a pixel in the image is obtained by integrating
densities and color values along various points along the
rays. We query the NeRF network at every point along the
ray to obtain per-point density, color and feature. The final
color, C, feature, G, and silhouette, S, for a ray with color,
ci, feature, fi, and density, di, at a certain point i along the
ray with M points, is computed as follows:

wi = exp(−
i−1∑
j=1

(−dj))

C =

M∑
i=0

wi(1− exp(−di))ci

G =

M∑
i=0

wi(1− exp(−di))fi

S = 1− exp(

M∑
i=0

di)

We train our NeRF using the loss formulated between ground
truth color image, C ′, segmentation image, S′, and rendered
color, C, accumulated using volumetric rendering parame-
ters, density, and colors acquired from NeRF network. We
also employ loss between rendered segmentation mask, S,
and groundtruth segmentation mask, S′, to formulate silhou-
ette loss. So, the color loss, Lc, and silhouette loss, Ls, for
L pixels in an image are formulated as follows:

Lc =

L∑
i=0

∥Ci − C ′
i∥1

Ls =

L∑
i=0

∥Si − S′
i∥1

We do not formulate any loss over features as we learn
features in the next stage of training. While training NeRF,
we optimize both Density MLP and Color MLP to learn
geometry through color and silhouette loss. We train the
current pipeline to learn robust object representation using
the total loss, L1 as follows:

L1 = Lc + Ls (3)

3.2. Stage 2 - Feature Learning

The training in stage 1 provides an implicit object represen-
tation learned in NeRF network. In stage 2, we leverage
this learned network and freeze layers which predict the den-
sity and color of the 3D point. We freeze the layers so that
the geometry of the object is not optimized during feature
learning. In this stage, we render features from NeRF for a
specific viewpoint based on the relative transformation of the
image. We freeze the MLPs trained in the previous stage and
optimize the Feature MLP, CNN predicting feature images.

We send an image corresponding to a viewpoint, k, as
input to U-Net CNN, U , to predict a feature image, F , at the
same resolution as the input image as follows:

Fk = U(C ′
k) (4)

Similarly, we render feature image using NeRF from a
viewpoint, k, using relative transformation, Tk. For the sake
of simplicity, we omit the integration part of the NeRF to
get the final feature image from 3d points along the ray. We
denote NeRF with integration as NI to generate the feature
image, Gk from a viewpoint as follows:

Gk = NI(Tk) (5)

We formulate a contrastive loss for learning consistent
and discriminative feature representation similar to SurfEmb.
To formulate a contrastive loss, we need positive samples
and negative samples. Positive samples are pixel-aligned
feature pairs between two feature images from NeRF and
CNN. To generate negative samples, we shoot rays from all
the available viewpoints in training data covering the entire
object and render features from different viewpoints. We
sample J negative feature samples and denote them as Z.
We formulate InfoNCE loss which forces positive pairs to
be similar and distinctive from negative samples. This helps
learn distinctive feature space on the object based on the
geometry, and texture of the object. Since we also consider
features from CNN, symmetry is automatically handled as
viewpoints corresponding to symmetric configurations yield
the same feature images. We denote the loss for a specific
viewpoint by ignoring k in the notation while formulating
the loss. However, the negative samples are independent of
the viewpoint as they are sampled from different viewpoints
randomly. The loss is formulated for L pixels over CNN



(a) Input Image (b) Estimated Mask (c) Segmented Image (d) View 1 (e) View 2 (f) View 3

Figure 3. Correspondence Visualization for continuous symmetric object in T-Less. The Input image, the estimated mask, and the segmented
images are shown in the first three images. 2D-3D Correspondences are visualized the next 3 images. Correspondences from 2D segmented
region to the 3D point cloud are connected using lines. Blue point cloud is the full point cloud of the object. Red points are the matched
correspondences to 2D points. The different views of the correspondence show that the correspondences are biased towards one symmetric
configuration. Ideally, for a continuous symmetric object, the correspondences should have been distributed around the object. This bias
towards one symmetric configuration helps us in performing inference faster as we can use naive PnP Ransac to estimate the final pose
instead of the intensive render and compare inference employed in surfEmb to handle symmetric objects.

feature image, F , NeRF Feature Image, G, and negative
samples, Z, as follows:

Lc = −
L∑

i=0

log
exp(F iGi)∑J
j=1 exp(F

iZj)
(6)

Stage 2 is trained with loss, L2 for k images as follows:

L2 =
∑
k

Lk
c (7)

3.3. Inference

After training the pipeline, we established a relation between
2D images and the 3D implicit model through feature space.
The learned feature representation is visualized in Figure
2. We leverage this feature space to estimate 6D pose from
an RGB image. We shoot rays from different cameras to
generate features from different viewpoints and estimate the
surface point where the ray hits the surface. We estimate the
surface point as the first point along the ray where the density
of the point from NeRF network is above a certain threshold.
We estimate features at the surface points by passing the
3D points through Feature MLP. In essence, we extract the
3D point cloud with features, P , that can be matched with
features from CNN feature image.

For a given image crop, we send the image through CNN
to predict the Feature image, F . A segmentation mask is
applied to the feature image to only focus on the features
inside the object region. We estimate the 3D correspondence
at the ith pixel in CNN Feature image, F , using point cloud
features, P , as follows:

argmax
j

F iP j∑J
j=1 F

iP j
(8)

The 3D point in the point cloud corresponding to the returned
index from the above equation is treated as a correspondence

for the 2D pixel. This is evaluated for each pixel in the
segmented image to extract many 2D-3D correspondences.
We use PnP-Ransac on the estimated 2D-3D matches to
extract the final 6D pose. We also perform experiments in
case the sensor depth image is available during inference.
We render a depth map from NeRF using the pose estimated
from the 2D feature image. We adjust the z-axis translation
by computing the median difference between a given depth
map and rendered depth map. This improves the pose only
if the estimated rotation is very good.

4. Experiments
We perform experiments on object pose datasets like
LineMOD[17], LineMOD-Occlusion[2] and T-Less[19].
We employ widely used ADD, ADD-S metric to evaluate
pose on LineMOD(LM) and LineMOD-Occlusion(LMO)
datasets. We employ AR metric from BOP challenge[18] to
evaluate on TLess dataset. We train DpodV2[37] segmen-
tation network to extract segmentation masks for inference.

4.1. Training Data

We train our pipeline with images and relative poses. We use
Segment Anything [22] to extract segmentation masks from
the images using a bounding box as input to the network
along with the image. We assume the object bounding box
labels are available if the object is in a cluttered scene as
they are much easier to label compared to the segmentation
mask. We do not need bounding box labels for objects if the
scene only contains the target object as in the T-Less dataset.
For inference, we use the 6d pose label of the first frame in
our training data to transfer estimated pose to the reference
frame of the object defined in the dataset.

4.2. NeRF-Pose Comparison

We compare our approach with NeRF-Pose to show the im-
portance of bidirectional feature based learning instead of



Table 1. LineMOD Results: We present results using RGB, RGB-D data, and CAD model.NP refers to NeRF-Pose with naive PnP ransac,
NP(Mask) refers to NeRF-Pose with evaluation scheme comparing masks during each ransac iteration

Object DpodV2[37] GDR-Net[48] FFB-6D[16] LieNet[21] RLLG [6] NP[25] NP(Mask) Ours Ours

CAD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Data RGB RGB RGB-D RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB-D

ADD 93.5 93.7 99.7 65.2 82.9 91.8 96.6 94.3 99.8

employing coordinate regression which is not suited for sym-
metric objects. NeRF-Pose reports NeRF-Pose(Weak) and
NeRF-Pose(Pose). In NeRF-Pose(Weak), they refine the
ground truth pose and claim that the accuracy improves the
refined poses. Besides, they also propose a mask compari-
son based intensive ransac where they render and compare
segmentation masks with every ransac iteration. They show
that they achieve better accuracy using refined poses and
intensive ransac. However, these additions are not part of
the core approach or core network and can also be applied to
our pipeline. To compare the core networks and have a fair
evaluation, we compare our approach with NeRF-Pose(pose)
since we also use ground truth poses without refinement
and also compare with NeRF-Pose with naive PnP ransac
which we also employ to estimate pose. We do this to have
a fair common ground to evaluate the core network’s capa-
bility and to show the effectiveness of bidirectional feature
learning compared to the correspondence regression based
approach. We reimplemented NeRF-Pose on T-Less dataset
and also on the LM dataset as they do not provide results
with naive PnP ransac. Our approach performs better than
NeRF-Pose in LM(2.1%), LMO(4.2%) and T-Less(4%). In
a similar setting using ground truth poses and naive PnP
ransac, we achieve better accuracy compared to NeRF-Pose.

4.3. LineMOD

LineMOD comprises 13 objects of different sizes and tex-
tures. We split the dataset similar to previous approaches
using 15% data for training and the rest for evaluation. We
use ground-truth segmentation during training to have a fair
comparison with the NeRF-Pose(NP) pipeline which uses
ground-truth segmentation masks for training. However,
we perform an ablation study in Table 4 with masks gener-
ated using Segment Anything to evaluate performance and
observed that the accuracy drop is minimal even with gener-
ated masks. In Table 1, we observe that we achieve closer to
benchmark accuracy despite using weaker labels and assum-
ing no CAD model. We observe that our approach performs
better than NeRF-pose when we employ naive PnP ransac to
evaluate both approaches. However, NeRF-pose(mask) has
slightly higher accuracy because of the intensive mask com-
parison at every ransac iteration for pose estimation which
could reduce translation error. The translation error arises
mostly along the z-axis component of translation. This is

evident from our results using RGB-D data. We render depth
using the estimated pose from NeRF network and adjust
the translation along the z-axis using the depth map from
the sensor by computing the median difference in depth on
aligned pixels. This approach will only help if the estimated
rotation is very accurate. The results with RGB-D data re-
flect that our rotation accuracy is much higher and adding
depth to the pipeline can help resolve the translation error in
some cases. We achieve benchmark accuracy using RGB-D
data. Note that the translation adjustment can’t be treated as
refinement as it is estimated as the median in one shot and
not optimized over iterations like ICP [1].

4.4. LineMOD-Occlusion

LineMOD-Occlusion has a subset of objects in LineMOD
with images heavily occluded which tests the robustness of
approaches with occlusions. In Table 2, we show that our
accuracy is better than NeRF-Pose using PnP ransac without
specialized PnP involving projecting mask at every ransac
iteration. We also compare with NeRF-pose(pose) reported
in their paper instead of NeRF-pose(weak) since we want to
compare the core approaches with the same training setup.
This shows that our approach performs better in terms of
occlusions. We also achieve higher accuracy after including
a depth map in the inference pipeline indicating that the
accuracy loss is happening because of translation error. Ze-
braPose [41] achieves better accuracy even when compared
with approaches using RGB-D data, but its parameterized
splitting is not extendable for symmetric objects trivially.
Our method slightly lags behind the counterparts using the
CAD model which is expected because they have much more
accurate synthetic training data generated with natural occlu-
sions in synthetic scenes. We achieve similar performance
to RGB-D based approach FFB-6D[16] using depth.

4.5. T-Less

T-Less has 30 objects comprising 11 continuous symmetric
objects, 16 discrete symmetric objects and 3 asymmetric
objects. Our approach handles symmetric objects better than
NeRF-Pose with a performance gap of 4% as shown in Table
9. We observe that our approach achieves closer to bench-
mark accuracy without using CAD models. We performed an
ablation experiment(Ours-G) by assuming that a texture-less
CAD model is available during training to check the robust-



Table 2. LineMOD Occlusion: CAD refers to the approaches using CAD model for training. NP refers to NeRF-Pose and NP(mask) refers
to NeRF-Pose with evaluation scheme using mask

Approach GDR-Net[48] ZebraPose[41] FFB-6D[16] RLLG[6] NP[25] NP(Mask)[25] Ours Ours

Modality RGB RGB RGB-D RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB-D

CAD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ADD 62.2 76.9 66.2 30.3 44.1 49.2 48.3 66.9

Table 3. T-Less Results: Evaluation on the T-Less dataset. NP refers to NeRF-Pose approach. We also present AR on continuous
symmetric(CS) and Discrete Symmetric(DS) objects on both NeRF-Pose(NP) and our approach. CAD refers to the models using the CAD
model for training. Ours-G refers to our model trained without NeRF density network and by querying densities from texture-less CAD
model directly to train the pipeline. We report the results of SurfEmb without refinement and Test-Time augmentations for fair comparison.

Appr DpodV2 DpodV2 SurfEmb NP NP(CS) Ours(CS) NP(DS) Ours(DS) Ours-G Ours

CAD ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

AR 0.65 0.51 0.62 0.54 0.48 0.52 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.58

ness of NeRF representation and performance drop in the
absence of the CAD model. We perform this experiment by
replacing Density MLP and querying density directly from
the CAD model. We observe that there is no drop in accuracy
indicating that NeRF is a robust representation and was able
to estimate good pose estimates even when some finer details
are lost in NeRF compared to the CAD model. Our approach
is better suited compared to NeRF-Pose and DpodV2 which
are regression-based approaches and need special handling
for symmetric objects to achieve better performance. Our
approach achieves the best performance in the training setup
using real images and pose labels compared to NeRF-Pose
and DpodV2. We demonstrate the performance gains using
our bidirectional feature learning compared to regression
based NeRF-Pose on continuous symmetric and discrete
symmetric objects in Table 9.

(a) Original mesh (b) Ours (c) SoftRas

Figure 4. Visualization of mesh reconstructions of Can object in
LM. The figure shows the original mesh, our reconstruction from
NeRF using marching cubes, SoftRas refers to mesh optimized
using SoftRas differentiable renderer. SoftRas mesh cannot recon-
struct holes as it is optimized from genus zero sphere mesh.

4.6. Ablation Studies

Segmentation Mask and Training Views: We perform
ablation studies on three objects from LM. To test the ro-
bustness of employing Segment Anything, We consider a

non-convex object, Can, and objects with textured patches,
Driller and Iron which are difficult to segment and we ob-
served that sometimes the masks were missing some parts
in Driller and Iron and sometimes the holes in the masks of
Can object were closed. However, we observed that NeRF
representation was able to learn a robust object representa-
tion despite some wrongly labeled masks. This is clearly
reflected in Table 4 as there is no drop in accuracy when
we use Segment Anything masks compared to ground truth
masks. We perform an ablation on the number of training
views. We observe that even with just 12 images, we achieve
88% accuracy which shows that the approach is robust even
with a small number of views. We also perform an ablation
on one T-Less object to understand the impact of the aug-
mentation pipeline proposed to compensate for the lack of
occluded training data. We introduce synthetic occlusions in
training data by performing augmentations on object masks
and pasting objects on random coco [27] backgrounds. We
observe that our augmentation pipeline boosts the accuracy
by 0.32(32%) in the AR metric.

Table 4. Ablations: We perform 4 experiments with different num-
bers of views for training and different segmentation masks. SAM
refers to segmentation masks generated using Segment Anything
and GT refers to using ground truth segmentation masks.

Experiment Exp1 Exp2 Exp3 Exp4

Training Views 12 50 150 150

Segmentation GT GT SAM GT

Can 76.8 93.5 98.4 99.0
Driller 91.3 95.5 98.3 98.1
Iron 96.5 94.2 99.5 99.0

ADD 88.2 94.4 98.7 98.7

Robustness of NeRF representation: We perform an
ablation of comparing NeRF with SoftRas [28] differen-



tiable renderer to emphasize the importance of NeRF in our
pipeline. We use a SoftRas-based differentiable renderer
from PyTorch3D [34] to optimize a mesh based on the pose
labels, color images, and segmentation masks. The 3D re-
constructions of the mesh are shown in Figure 4. Since we
do not know the genus of the object beforehand, a differ-
entiable renderer initialized with a zero genus sphere can’t
reconstruct objects with a genus greater than zero. After
reconstructing the mesh, we train the second stage of our
pipeline by sampling density from the reconstructed mesh
directly instead of using density MLP from NeRF. We evalu-
ate the pose estimation accuracy on LM and LMO in Table
5. The performance is similar on LM, but we observe that
the NeRF based approach is better on the LMO dataset com-
pared to the differentiable renderer based approach. Also, the
mesh reconstructions show that NeRF clearly learns better
geometry when the genus of the object is unknown.

Upperbound in Learned Geometry: To understand the
performance loss in the absence of perfect geometry i.e., a
perfect CAD model, we evaluate our approach assuming
that a perfect geometry, texture-less CAD model, is available
during training. Since we assume that we have a CAD model,
we skip stage 1 in our training pipeline where geometry is
learned. In the second stage of our approach, the density
values are queried from the Density MLP learned in the
first stage. In the presence of the CAD model, we skip
the training of the first stage and train the second stage by
querying density values directly from the CAD model. We
refer to this experiment as Ours-G in Table 9. We observe
that there is no loss in performance between Ours and Ours-
G. This shows that geometry from NeRF is already at the
upper bound in terms of geometry extraction.

Table 5. Ablation studies on three objects on LM and LMO. We
replace our NeRF with SoftRas based differentiable rendering.
Stages refer to the number of training stages used during training.

SoftRas Ours Ours SoftRas Ours Ours

Dataset LM LM LM LMO LMO LMO

Stages 2 2 1 2 2 1

Can 99.3 99.3 66.8 82.2 85.6 50.1
Driller 98.2 98.3 85.0 63.9 65.0 38.3
Iron box 99.8 99.8 94.6 - - -

ADD 99.1 99.1 82.1 73 75.3 44.2

Two Stage vs Single Stage Training: Our pipeline com-
prises two stages. In the first stage, we train the NeRF to
learn geometry. In the second stage, we freeze the geometry
of NeRF and learn the feature space between CNN and NeRF.
We perform an ablation to justify our two-stage training. In
Table 5, we see that the performance of a two-stage pipeline
is better than a single-stage. This happens because feature
learning gets intertwined with geometry learning leading to
subpar performance if they are trained together.

PnP Ransac for Symmetric objects During inference,
2D-3D correspondences are estimated by finding the closest
features between 3D point cloud features and 2D image fea-
tures. We apply PnP ransac to estimate the final pose. Ideally,
this should not work effectively for symmetric objects as the
2D correspondences could match to 3D correspondences in
different symmetric configurations. However, as shown in
Figure 3, we observe that the correspondences are biased
towards one symmetric configuration instead of distributing
correspondences across multiple symmetric configurations.
This is the reason for getting better performance despite us-
ing only PnP ransac which makes the approach much faster.
We believe that this happens because of the way contrastive
learning is formulated in our scenario. In our scenario, for
symmetric objects, we sample negative samples uniformly
from around the object which will definitely contain some
positive samples from another symmetric configuration. Be-
sides, a training batch could contain images from other sym-
metric configurations. The network chooses to prioritize one
symmetric configuration over others based on the negative
samples and the images in the batch. Because of this, the
network might be preferring one symmetric configuration
over others. So, the naive PnP ransac is enough to estimate
the final 6d pose which makes the inference faster. This
happens in the scenario where the batch of training images
contains only one object. SurfEmb trains all the objects to-
gether and the batch contains different objects during each
iteration which makes the SurfEmb learn features that spread
correspondences similarly for all symmetric configurations.
They had to employ a render and compare based intensive
computational inference step to finalize the best hypothe-
sis. Our inference takes 35ms which is much faster than
SurfEmb which takes 1.2 secs for inference.

5. Conclusion

We propose a novel pipeline combining Nerf and CNN to
perform object pose estimation using weakly labeled data
without requiring a cad model. The proposed feature learn-
ing approach enables us to handle symmetric objects by
enforcing 3D and symmetry constraints and also facilitates
faster inference. We achieve benchmark accuracy among
approaches using only real images and relative pose labels
on LM, LMO, T-Less datasets. Rotation estimation is ro-
bust with the pipeline which is evident from much improved
results on LM and LM-Occlusion datasets in RGB-D set-
ting. We propose a pose estimation pipeline that enables real
training data based approach easier by working with weaker
labels compared to the complex setup required to annotate
6D pose datasets without requiring a CAD model.
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We present some additional ablations, qualitative and quanti-
tative results in the following sections.

6. Noisy Initial Pose Refinement

In our pipeline, we propose an approach assuming that rel-
ative pose labels and bounding box labels are available for
training. However, in reality, the relative poses acquired
are pretty noisy. To demonstrate the applicability of our ap-
proach in real life, we perform an ablation with noisy initial
relative pose labels. We preprocess the relative pose labels
and refine them using Bundle Adjusting Radiance Fields,
BARF[26]. We employ BARF to refine the noisy initial pose
labels. BARF optimizes initial poses and networks together
while training a NeRF. We employ BARF to refine our noisy
initial poses and use the refined poses to train our pipeline.

We tweak the ground truth pose labels by adding random
noise of 15 degrees on rotation matrices and 10 percent of
the object’s diameter as noise on the translation component.
We present results in Table 6 by running our pipeline with
noisy poses and refined poses initialized with noisy poses.
We observe that the accuracy with refined poses generated
using BARF achieved 93.8% accuracy which shows that
employing BARF can handle the errors in initial pose labels.
Although there is a performance drop(4.9%) compared to
ground truth poses, employing BARF improves the perfor-
mance(23.3%) compared to training with noisy poses. This
demonstrates that our approach can be easily deployed in
real life even in the presence of noisy pose labels.

Table 6. Ablations: We perform an ablation with noisy initial pose
estimates. We randomly perturb rotations with upto 15-degree error
and translation with 10 percent of the diameter of the object on 3
objects, Can, Driller, and Iron from LineMOD Dataset. Labels refer
to the pose labels used for training our pipeline. Noisy refers to our
approach trained using noisy initial poses. BARF refers to applying
training BARF on noisy pose labels to obtain refined poses. GT
refers to our approach using ground truth pose labels.

Labels Noisy Noisy GT

Refinement - BARF -

Can 69.9 96.2 99.0
Driller 65.7 87.9 98.1
Iron 76.0 97.5 99.0

Mean 70.5 93.8 98.7

7. Faster Inference For Symmetric Objects

In the ablation section of the main paper, we show that
the naive PnP Ransac is enough to estimate 6D pose even
for symmetric objects. Although the features look similar
visually as shown in 9 and 10, there is still some discrepancy
numerically between features which should have been the
exact same value obeying their symmetries. This discrepancy

leads to a bias towards one symmetric configuration when
matched with a 2D image from CNN. SurfEmb trains the
pipeline with all the objects comprising different objects in
each batch with batch size 16. As they train with 30 objects,
their batch contains different objects at each iteration. In
our approach, a single batch contains 16 images of the same
object. In Figures 5 and 6, we visualize the correspondences
and compare how our correspondences are biased towards
one symmetric configuration compared to SurfEmb.

In our approach, we train only one object at a time with
a batch size of 16. We perform an ablation on how PnP
Ransac is well suited even for symmetric objects in Table
7. We perform ablations on a continuous symmetric object,
object 1, in T-Less. We observe that the network doesn’t
perform well with batch size 1. So, a higher batch size is
necessary for better performance. When the model is trained
on one object, PnP Ransac which is faster also performs
better(0.7%) than SurfEmb’s intensive evaluation pipeline.
When the model is trained on 30 objects, PnP Ransac per-
forms worse(6.1%) compared to SurfEmb’s evaluation. This
shows that the correspondences are distributed around the
object for symmetric objects when trained with 30 objects(a
batch containing the utmost 1 image per object). By employ-
ing a higher batch size for a single object, we are able to
achieve correspondences on the 3D model which are biased
to one symmetric configuration for symmetric objects. This
enables the handling of symmetric objects much easier com-
pared to SurfEmb. For symmetric objects, SurfEmb needs
an intense render and compare approach to find the best
hypothesis as their correspondences are distributed around
the object which makes it less suited to apply PnP Ransac.
We can achieve comparable accuracy with faster inference
time without any special handling for symmetric objects.
Even though we managed to make the inference faster for
symmetric objects, it comes at the cost of training a single
model per object. So, our approach is still useful if real-time
performance is desired at the cost of having a separate model
per object. Also, we do not assume that we know about the
object’s symmetry before training and inference. We can
handle symmetric objects despite not knowing about them
being symmetric or not.

8. Training Details
We present some additional training details and network
architecture details in this section. We employ a U-Net[35]
based CNN and an adapted version of NeRF [30] to train
our pipeline. Our Nerf consists of 3 MLPs, Density MLP,
Color MLP, and Feature MLP. The architecture is depicted
in Figure 7.

Density MLP Density MLP takes in a single 3D coordi-
nate and predicts density value. We use positional encod-
ing for encoding 3D points with 60 harmonic functions as



(a) SurfEmb:View 1 (b) SurfEmb:View 2 (c) SurfEmb:View 2

(d) Ours:View 1 (e) Ours:View 2 (f) Ours:View 3

Figure 5. Visualization of correspondences for object 28 in T-Less: Discrete symmetric object. The visualization shows the 2D-3D
correspondences between 2D masked pixels and the 3D point cloud of the object. We join lines between matched 2D-3D correspondences.
The segmented 2D image points are indicated with their RGB color from the image. The blue pointcloud indicates the full point cloud
of the object. The red point cloud indicates the correspondence to the current image(indicated with masked pixels). We visualize
the correspondences in different views to show where the 3D correspondences on the object are matched. The first row indicates the
correspondence visualization for SurfEmb. The second row indicates the correspondences visualization of our approach. In SurfEmb, the
correspondences are distributed around the object for the symmetric object. In our approach, the correspondences are biased towards only
one symmetric configuration

specified in Nerf[30]. We employ an MLP with three fully
connected layers with Softplus activation. A 3D point is
transformed into 360-dimensional positional encoding using
60 harmonic functions. The intermediate layers in MLP
have 256-dimensional output and the final layer outputs a
1-dimensional density value.

Color MLP Color MLP takes in the ray direction and in-
termediate feature vector from the second layer of Density
MLP as input to predict 3-dimensional color value. The
three-dimensional ray direction vector is passed through
the same position encoding as Density MLP to encode the
3D vector to create 360-dimensional output. The position-
encoded ray direction vector and intermediate feature vector
from Density MLP are concatenated together to create input
for Color MLP. Color MLP is a two-layered MLP that em-

ploys the Softplus activation function after linear layers. The
intermediate layer has 256-dimensional output.

Feature MLP Feature MLP takes in a 3D coordinate and
predicts a 12-dimensional feature vector using a 2-layer MLP.
We employ Siren MLP similar to SurfEmb[13]. As position
encoding is already present in the intermediate layers in
Siren[39] MLP implicitly, we do not use positional encoding
to transform 3D coordinates. The intermediate layer has
256-dimensional output.

CNN We employ a U-Net[35] based CNN to predict fea-
ture images. The CNN takes in an image with the resolution,
224× 224× 3 to predict the feature image of the resolution,
224× 224× 12. We predict 12-dimensional feature vectors
for each pixel.



(a) SurfEmb:View 1 (b) SurfEmb:View 2 (c) SurfEmb:View 2

(d) Ours:View 1 (e) Ours:View 2 (f) Ours:View 3

Figure 6. Visualization of correspondences for object 1 in T-Less: Continuous symmetric object. The visualization shows the 2D-3D
correspondences between 2D masked pixels and the 3D point cloud of the object. We join lines between matched 2D-3D correspondences.
The masked 2D image points are indicated by their color from the image. The blue point cloud indicates the full point cloud of the object.
The red point cloud indicates the correspondences to the current image(indicated with masked pixels). We visualize the correspondences in
different views to show where the 3D correspondences on the object are matched. The first row indicates the correspondence visualization
for SurfEmb. The second row indicates the corresponding visualization of our approach. In SurfEmb, the correspondences are distributed
around the object for the symmetric object. In our approach, the correspondences are biased towards only one symmetric configuration

8.1. Data Preparation

We assume that the bounding box labels and relative pose
labels between images are available for training. We use
Segment Anything to segment the objects using the bound-
ing box as input. We use segmentation masks, given images,
and relative pose labels to train our pipeline. We use object
crops and scale them to fit into 190× 190 resolution while
preserving the aspect ratio. To create synthetic occlusions
with some part of the object removed, we create occlusion
in the crops by randomly transforming the object out of the
image and applying the inverse transformation so that the
part of the image outside the image after the initial trans-
formation is lost which gives us an image with some part
of the object removed. We also remove some rectangular
regions randomly from the object. We place the object crop
in 224×224 resolution image at a random location and apply

random scale, and rotations on the new image to create more
augmentations. We also apply filters from Albumentations
[4] to add noise, contrast, brightness, and blur augmenta-
tions. We follow the same procedure to create an image of
size 224 × 224 from the object crop for inference. We do
not perform augmentations on the inference image.

8.2. Training

We use an Nvidia GeForce GV102 GPU with 12GB memory
to train our models. Training Stage 1 takes 8 hours and
training Stage 2 takes 6 hours. Inference time for a test
sample takes 35 milliseconds. We train NeRF in stage 1 for
60K iterations with a batch size of 3. We use a learning rate
of 1e-3. We use the NeRF implementation with ray sampler
and renderer from Pytorch3d [34]. We sample 650 rays for
an image with 512 points per ray during stage 1 as we need
to learn geometry. In stage 2, we use stratified sampling to



Table 7. We perform an ablation with different batch sizes and
different numbers of training objects per model. We evaluate the
performance of the first object in T-Less which is Continuous Sym-
metric. Batch Size refers to the number of images used per batch
during training. Training Objects refers to the number of objects
trained in the model. PnP refers to naive PnP Ransac used to
evaluate 6D pose from 2D-3D correspondences. SE refers to the
evaluation pipeline proposed by SurfEmb which samples 10000
pose hypotheses and finds the best hypothesis by using intensive
render and compare. PnP Ransac is much faster than SurfEmb’s
evaluation. Ransac is clearly suitable even for symmetric objects
when only one object is trained with a higher batch size.

Experiment Exp1 Exp2 Exp3 Exp4 Exp5

Batch Size 1 16 16 16 16

Training Objects 1 1 1 30 30

Evaluation PnP PnP SE PnP SE

Mean 3.0 47.8 47.1 34.9 41.0
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Figure 7. NeRF Architecture: Our NeRF comprises three MLPs,
Density MLP, Color MLP and Feature MLP. Density MLP takes in a
discrete 3D point, x, and passes through the Position Encoding (PE)
layer and three Fully Connected (FC) layers to predict density, d.
The green blocks are fully connected layers with Softplus activation
function. Color MLP takes in a concatenated input from Ray
Direction, rd, and an intermediate feature from the second layer in
Density MLP to predict color, c. Feature MLP takes in a discrete
3D point, x, and passed through two fully connected layers to
predict feature value, f . The pink blocks in Feature MLP employ
Sine activation functions as proposed in Siren [39]. The orange
blocks are trained during Stage 1 and the blue block along with
CNN is trained during Stage 2.

sample points only near the surface. We initially find the
blend weights using the ray sampler with 512 points. We
perform stratified sampling using blend weights to sample
8 points along the ray based on blend weights. Stratified
sampling ensures that points very close to the surface are
sampled. We use only samples from stratified sampling to
perform feature rendering in stage 2. We train Feature MLP
and CNN during stage 2 using a learning rate of 3e-5 and
3e-4 respectively for 60K iterations with a batch size of 16.
Instead of formulating the loss over the entire feature image,
we sample 1024 samples from the feature image from CNN
and 1024 samples at the same pixel locations in the feature
image from NeRF. We sample 1024 negative samples by
shooting rays from all the available cameras to get uniformly
distributed negative samples across the object. This is done
for each batch sample. So, a batch sample contains 1024
positive samples from both NeRF feature image and CNN
feature image and 1024 negative samples. All the samples
are 12-dimensional feature vectors. The contrastive loss, Lc,
is formulated for 1024 pixels over 12-dimensional feature
vectors from CNN feature image, F , NeRF Feature Image,
G and 1024 negative samples, Z, as follows:

Lc = −
1024∑
i=1

log
exp(F iGi)∑1024

j=1 exp(F iZj)
(9)

Fi and Gi are 12-dimensional feature vectors from the
CNN feature image,F , and NeRF image, G, at pixel i. Zj

is a jth12 dimensional feature vector from 1024 negative
samples.

8.3. Learning Consistent Features

We extract positive samples from NeRF feature image and
CNN feature image to make sure that they predict the same
features at the same pixel for a specific pose. We sample
negative samples from different poses randomly to ensure
that the negative samples are uniformly distributed across
the shape. In the case of asymmetric objects, this helps to
ensure that learned features are distinguishable based on
their surface location on the object. In the case of symmetric
objects, multiple points in symmetric configurations will
map to similar features and the negative samples ensure that
some form of discriminative feature space is learned while
still obeying symmetry.

8.4. Inference

Point cloud extraction Before the inference phase, we
extract the point cloud from the NeRF network by shooting
rays from different viewpoints in training data and estimating
the surface point and its corresponding feature. We extract
the point cloud by estimating the point with blend weights
along the ray and extracting the point corresponding to the
maximum blend weights as the surface point. We can query



per-point features for surface points by performing a forward
pass for each 3D point through Feature MLP. So, we extract
a point cloud with a per-point feature from our NeRF which
is used for inference to establish correspondences.

Inference with Image During inference, we preprocess
our RGB image and pass it through CNN to extract the cor-
responding feature image. We also estimate segmentation
mask using DpodV2. We extract features inside the segmen-
tation mask from the feature image using the segmentation
mask. We use these features to find correspondences with
our point cloud with features. We compare each feature
vector in the feature image with all feature vectors in point
clouds by taking the dot product. We extract a match as the
point corresponding to the feature with the maximum dot
product score. After the 2D-3D correspondences are esti-
mated, we simply use PnP Ransac with just 500 iterations to
estimate the final 6D pose.

9. Limitations
The translation estimation can still be improved by decou-
pling it from rotation estimation. Our approach lags behind
approaches using data from both CAD and real data. This
needs to be addressed by a potential future work on Nerf to
render realistic occlusions from real data. We need relative
pose labels and a completely unsupervised approach without
these labels is desired.

10. Additional Results
10.1. Linemod Test Results

We add object-wise test results for Linemod Dataset and also
extend the ablation studies to all objects. We use Segment
anything masks and evaluate all the objects and observe a
drop in accuracy of 3%. We also add results on all objects
using 50 sample views for training instead of employing 180
views using in general setup. We improved our evaluation
by tuning some hyperparameters in the inference pipeline
and observed an increase in accuracy of 0.4% compared to
the results presented in the main paper. Additional results
are presented in Table 8.

10.2. T-Less Results

We also add results with RGB-D data with the T-Less dataset
to show that using depth in inference helps rectify translation.
As we do not change rotation and adjust only translation,
this shows that our method is robust in terms of rotation
estimation. T-Less Dataset is licensed under a CC BY 4.0
license. Ours results are presented in Table 9

10.3. Qualitative Results

We present some qualitative results and learned feature maps
in NeRF renderings and predicted feature maps from CNN

in Figures 8, 9, 10 in this section.



Table 8. Linemod Results: We present results using RGB, RGB-D data, and CAD model. NP(Mask) refers to NeRF-Pose with an evaluation
scheme comparing masks during each ransac iteration. Ours(S) refers to results obtained by segmentation masks generated using Segment
Anything [22] instead of using ground truth segmentation masks. Ours(50) refers to our approach trained using just 50 views instead of
using 180 views in the general evaluation setup. Ours(D) refers to our results with translation adjustment along the z-axis using a sensor
depth map during inference.

Object DpodV2[37] FFB-6D[16] LieNet[21] Cai[6] NP(Mask)[25] Ours(50) Ours(S) Ours Ours(D)

CAD ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Data RGB RGB-D RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB RGB-D

Ape 80 98.4 38.8 52.9 89.1 55.2 69.9 71.5 98.6
BenchVice 99.7 100 71.2 96.5 99.3 97.0 99.3 99.0 100
Camera 99.2 99.9 52.5 87.8 98.7 84.0 94.6 96.3 99.9
Can 99.6 99.8 86.1 86.8 99.1 93.5 99.6 99.3 100
Cat 95.1 99.9 66.2 67.3 97.1 71.2 73.3 94.8 100
Drill 98.9 100 82.3 88.7 97.4 95.5 98.6 98.3 100
Duck 79.5 98.4 32.5 54.7 90.3 52.0 63.7 81.4 99.5
EggBox 99.6 100 79.4 94.7 99.6 99.1 100 100 100
Glue 99.8 100 63.7 91.9 98.1 87.6 95.0 98.1 99.9
Holep 72.3 99.8 56.4 75.4 94.3 67.0 90.1 93.5 99.9
Iron 99.4 99.9 65.1 94.5 98.1 94.2 99.5 99.8 100
Lamp 96.3 99.9 89.4 96.6 97.9 96.9 98.7 99.9 99.9
Phone 96.8 99.7 65.0 89.2 96.4 88.0 90.0 93.9 100

Mean 93.5 99.7 65.2 82.9 96.6 83.2 90.2 94.3 99.8

Table 9. T-Less Results: Evaluation on the T-Less dataset. NP refers to the NeRF-Pose approach. We also present AR on continuous
symmetric(CS) and Discrete Symmetric(DS) objects on both NeRF-Pose(NP) and our approach. CAD refers to the models assuming the
presence of a CAD model for training. Ours(D) refers to the results with translation adjusted using an input depth map from the sensor.

Appr DpodV2[37] DpodV2 SurfEmb[13] NP[25] NP(CS) Ours(CS) NP(DS) Ours(DS) Ours Ours(D)

CAD ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

VSD 0.57 0.46 0.5 0.45 0.378 0.42 0.51 0.56 0.5 0.58
MSSD 0.62 0.49 0.53 0.49 0.42 0.462 0.56 0.6 0.54 0.66
MSPD 0.76 0.59 0.83 0.66 0.672 0.693 0.65 0.69 0.7 0.69

AR 0.65 0.51 0.62 0.54 0.48 0.52 0.58 0.63 0.58 0.65



Figure 8. Visualization of learned feature representation of Linemod objects. The first image in each row is the input RGB image and
the second image is the output feature image from CNN and the third image is the feature image rendered from NeRF at the given pose.
Visualizations are from objects, Duck, Ironbox, Phone and Holepunch in Linemod dataset.



Figure 9. Visualization of learned feature representation of Discrete Symmetric objects in T-Less objects. The first image in each row is the
input RGB image and the second image is the output feature image from CNN and the third image is the feature image rendered from NeRF
at the given pose. Visualizations are from objects 5, 6, 7, 9 in T-Less dataset.



Figure 10. Visualization of learned feature representation of Continuous Symmetric objects in T-Less objects. The first image in each row is
the input RGB image and the second image is the output feature image from CNN and the third image is the feature image rendered from
NeRF at the given pose. Visualizations are from objects 14,16,3,30 in T-Less dataset.
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